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Abstract

Introduction and objective. Continuous subcutaneous apomorphine (APO) treatment is one of the 3 therapeutic options
for advanced Parkinson’s disease (PD), in addition to deep brain stimulation (DBS) and intrajejunal levodopa. Data from
previously performed studies show that few PD patients can achieve APO infusion as monotherapy. The current pilot study
presents the authors’ experience in achieving APO monotherapy.
Materials and method. During the last 2 years, 9 patients with APO were treated in the Department of Neurology of the
Medical University of Lublin; each patient was offered a 5-day duration APO treatment as monotherapy. The main indication
for the APO therapy was advanced PD with motor fluctuations and the patient’s non-agreement for DBS therapy. Mean
age of treated patients – 65.11 years, mean disease duration – 7.67 years, mean Hoehn-Yahr – 2.67, mean L-dopa equivalent
before APO treatment – 1751.11 mg, mean daily dose of apomorphine as monotherapy – 106.11 ± 14.09 mg.
Results. All treated patients managed to achieve APO monotherapy. A statistically significant reduction was found in the
duration of the ‘off’ states in the observed PD patients on APO monotherapy (p<0.05). No significant improvement was
observed in the III motor score of the UPDRS on APO treatment, compared to optimized oral therapy used before APO
treatment.
Conclusions. APO monotherapy can be achieved in advanced PD, and seems to be a good therapeutic option for this
group of patients, especially in that it allows a significant reduction in the off-time which significantly simplifies the drug
regime. Nevertheless, hospital admission with experienced neurologist supervision is recommended when establishing a
PD patient’s APO monotherapy.
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INTRODUCTION

Continuous subcutaneous apomorphine (APO) infusion is
one of the 3 therapeutic options in advanced Parkinson’s
disease (PD), in addition to intrajejunal levodopa infusion
and deep brain stimulation (DBS) [1]. After a few years of
oral therapy, the majority of PD patients experience motor
and non-motor complications, as well as levodopa induced
dyskinesias. APO is mainly indicated for patients with
motor fluctuations and peak dose dyskinesia; additionally,
the drug also has very good efficacy in the reduction of nonmotor fluctuations and can also be used to reverse mainly
predictable ‘off’ periods. The subcutaneous form of APO
delivery improves drug bio-availability and allows faster
onset of action due to the avoidance of gastrointestinal transit
time.
Apomorphine is a D1 and D2 receptor dopamine agonist,
and given subcutaneously should have at least the same
efficacy as oral levodopa [2]. Apomorphine has been used
over many centuries as an emetic, sedative, or even as an
anticonvulsive drug [3], but the first suggestions for its
use in Parkinson’s disease were indicated by Weil in 1844.
Initially the wide use of apomorphine was limited, mainly
because of its side-effects – nausea and vomiting, which
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reflected its dopaminergic activity. Only the introduction in
Europe of peripherally acting dopamine antagonists, such as
domperidone, and trimethobenzamide in the USA, allowed
its wider use in the late 1990s [4]. Apomorphine’s ability to
reduce both motor and non-motor symptoms, as well as its
side-effects, have been evaluated in many studies [5, 6, 7, 8].
Intrajejunal levodopa infusion and deep brain stimulation
are also beneficial in advanced PD; nevertheless, some
patients may have contraindications for invasive methods,
and the personal preference of the patient should also be
taken into consideration. Some studies have compared
apomorphine with DBS [9, 10] or with intrajejunal levodopa;
none of these studies, however, were placebo controlled [11].
As for apomorphine, only one placebo controlled double
blind study has been published recently, which may be the
key reason for the lack of reimbursement for this drug in
some countries and its limited availability [12]. Subcutaneous
apomorphine infusion has just started to be reimbursed in
Poland, but experience with this drug is lacking.
OBJECTIVES

Subcutaneous apomorphine treatment minimizes the risk
of pulsatile dopaminergic stimulation, which is why the aim
of this study was to switch the PD patients from optimal
oral therapy to continuous subcutaneous treatment. Data
from previously published studies revealed that it is difficult
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after 30 minutes for motor response. If no or poor response
was observed, a consecutive dose of 2 mg apomorphine
solution was given, on average 40 minutes after the first dose,
and the patient observed and assessed again after 30 minutes.
If again no satisfactory response was obtained, 40 minutes
after the 2nd dose, a 3rd dose was given, and again the motor
response assessed 30 minutes later. The dosage was increased
every 40 minutes by 1 mg, until unequivocal motor response
was observed in the patient. The lowest dose which produced
unequivocal motor response in the patient was determined
as threshold dose. The threshold dose for all the patients
was 3–4 mg.
Following establishment of the threshold dose, continuous
subcutaneous infusion was started using a portable syringe
driven pump. The therapy was continued for 5 consecutive
days, in 7 patients continuous infusion lasted 16–18 hours,
with an overnight break lasting 6–8 hours, depending on
the tolerance of the patient. In addition, 2 patients required
oral long-lasting levodopa treatment given once per night.
Two patients required continuous nocturnal subcutaneous
apomorphine infusion due to ‘off’ states experienced during
the night which poorly responded to oral control release
levodopa treatment. In these patients, the infusion was
given for 22 hours. The majority of patients (8 of 9) required
additional boluses during the continuous APO infusion,
on average 1–2 boluses per day, due to the ‘off’ states. The
patients’ motor situation was assessed using UPDRS part
III in the ‘on’ and ‘off’ before the APO treatment and in the
‘on’ state on APO treatment, because patients experienced
almost no ‘off’ periods.
Improvement in the patients’ motor performance and
quality of life on APO monotherapy was performed using
the Clinical Global Impressions-Improvement (GCI-I) scale
by a neurologist experienced in movement disorders [19]. The
patients were assessed on the 5th day of APO monotherapy.
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to achieve monotherapy in advanced PD subjects. In the
studies published so far, data on the mean reduction of the
L-dopa equivalent dose and rates of patients who achieved
monotherapy with APO varied widely [7, 13, 14, 15]. For
this reason, this study presents the authors’ experience with
subcutaneous apomorphine infusion given as monotherapy
in advanced PD patients. Also presented are their experience
with introducing APO therapy.
MATERIALS AND METHOD

Since 2009, another therapy for advanced Parkinson’s
disease, deep brain stimulation (DBS) has been in use. As
this therapy has for many years been the only one reimbursed
in Poland, it was considered as an option (DBS) in all PD
patients in advanced stage with motor fluctuations, who
despite optimized oral therapy, fulfilled the criteria of the
CAPSIT protocol (Core Assessment Program for Surgical
Interventional Therapies in Parkinson’s Disease [16].
Over the past 2 years, 9 consecutive patients who fulfilled
the criteria for DBS according to the CAPSIT protocol, but
did not give their consent for DBS therapy, were offered
the possibility to test a 5-day continuous subcutaneous
apomorphine infusion as monotherapy. All patients met
the Postuma criteria for PD [17] and all of them had severe
motor fluctuations. This possibility was offered to the
patients in the hope of imminent reimbursement for this
drug, because at the time of designing this small pilot study
the drug was not reimbursed in Poland. Contraindications
for APO treatment were: 1) severe psychosis in the history,
2) impulse control disorder, 3) severe disabling dyskinesia,
4) dementia, 5) symptomatic orthostatic hypotension, and
6) cardiac arrhythmia.
All the patients had ECG performed before introducing
APO and domperidone therapy in order to exclude prolonged
QT duration, atrial fibrillation or premature ventricular
contractions. Baseline blood morphology was also performed
to exclude haemolytic anaemia.
The pump was installed during the patients’ hospitalization.
As the therapy was of 5-day duration, a quick switch was
made from levodopa to apomorphine, but dopamine agonists
were gradually withhold within 2–5 days. In addition to
continuous subcutaneous APO delivery, patients may require
additional boluses of APO. The optimal bolus dosage of APO
has to be determined on an individual patient basis; therefore,
APO treatment was started by establishing the threshold
dose, which is individual for each patient. For this, the ‘off’
phase in motor performance was provoked by withholding all
antiparkinsonian drugs overnight (12 hours). Only dopamine
agonist were withhold gradually, 2–5 days before provoking
the ‘off’ phase in the patient. Baseline motor assessment was
performed in the III motor part of the UPDRS in each patient
before administering APO, but on optimized oral treatment
[18]. It is also additionally recommended that each patient
should be on the anti-emetic domperidone for at least 48–72
hours prior to initiation of therapy. As domperidone is not
commonly available in Poland, it was not used in the current
study as a routine prophylaxis treatment, but only in certain
cases where nausea and vomiting occurred.
The threshold APO dose was established in each individual
patient according to the following schedule: 1 mg of APO
solution injected subcutaneously, and the patient assessed

Statistical analysis. Data were presented as means with
standard deviation. Comparison of the number of hours
before APO and on APO treatment was performed using the
Wilcoxon paired samples test. P value < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant (two-sided). Statistical calculations
were performed using Statistica 9.1 Programme.
RESULTS

Group characteristics. There were 9 PD patients in the
studied group, all of whom managed to obtain monotherapy.
Demographic and clinical data regarding the patients before
APO treatment are presented in Table 1. Clinical data
regarding apomorphine treatment and motor performance
on APO are presented in Table 2.
The APO infusion was continued for 5 days in all
investigated patients, with good tolerance.

Apomorphine therapy tolerance and side-effects. For
2 out of 9 patients, APO therapy was very well tolerated
and not connected with any side-effects. 2 other patients
had very poor tolerance of overnight break and required
continuation of therapy also during the night (continuous
22 hour infusion). 2 other patients required an additional
prescription of long-lasting levodopa oral treatment once
per night. Although some side-effects were observed, they
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Table 1. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of PD patients
before apomorphine treatment
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Disease duration (years)

Levodopa equivalent before apomorphine
treatment (mg/24h)
Pure levodopa dose before apomorphine
treatment (mg/24h)

Range

65.11 ± 8.51

51–75

7

7.67 ± 1.32

6–10

6

1751.11 ± 199.59 1550–2200
744.44 ± 325.43

300–1500

Hoehn-Yahr stage before apomorphine
treatment

3.44 ± 0.53

3–4

Hoehn-Yahr stage on apomorphine treatment

Off-state hours

Age (years)

Mean ± SD

5
4
3
2

2.67 ± 0.50

2–3

1

UPDRS in the ON state before apomorphine
treatment

46.00 ± 6.44

42–66

0

UPDRS in the OFF state before apomorphine
treatment

67.44 ± 6.97

54–79

UPDRS in the ON state on apomorphine
treatment

43.22 ± 12.12

28–66

UPDRS – unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale; SD – standard deviation.

Table 2. Clinical characteristics of PD patients receiving apomorphine
treatment
Threshold dose of apomorphine (mg)

Mean daily dose of apomorphine (mg/24h)

3.22 ± 0.44

106.11 ± 14.09

3–4

90–125

Number of boluses per day

1.44 ± 0.73

0–2

Number in OFF hours before apomorphine treatment
(h/24h)

5.22 ± 2.86

2–12

Number in OFF hours on apomorphine treatment
(h/24h)

0.72 ± 0.26

0.5–1

Overall dose of apomorphine per 5-day treatment
(mg)

521.67 ± 70.00 410–660

Mean flow of apomorphine (mg/h)

6.00 ± 0.12

5.2–6.5

Overnight break in apomorphine treatment (h/24h)

6.78 ± 0.67

2–8

Total daily hours on apomorphine

17.66 ± 1.73

16–22

UPDRS in the ON state on apomorphine treatment

43.22 ± 12.12

28–66

UPDRS – unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale; SD – standard deviation.

Table 3. Observed side-effects of apomorphine therapy in the
investigated group of patients.
Side-effect

No. of patients

Dizziness

3/9

Nausea

5/9

Vomiting

4/9

Visual hallucinations

1/9

were mild and did not hinder continuation of APO therapy
(Tab. 3).
No hypotension, dyskinesia, cardiac arrhythmia, skin rash,
or other allergic type reactions were observed in any of the
patients. Other side-effects, e.g. impulse control disorder,
haemolytic anaemia or skin nodules were also not observed
in the patients. However, such effects may occur during
longer treatment.

Motor functionality. Mean UPDRS part III in the ‘on’
state did not differ significantly between the optimized oral

Off hours
before APO
treatment

Off hours
on APO
treatment

Mean
Mean±SE
Mean±SD

APO – apomorphine, SD – standard deviation, SE – standard error.

Figure 1. Difference in the ‘off’ hours before APO treatment and on APO treatment.
Average reduction in length of ‘off’ states on APO treatment – 4.5 hours (p=0.007;
Z=2.66)

therapy (levodopa+dopamine agonist) and APO infusion
(p>0.05) (Tab. 2). Nevertheless, a significant reduction was
observed in the length of daily ‘off’ hours (5.22 ±2.86 –
0.72±0.26); p<0.05) (Fig. 1).
The motor function and the patient’s quality of life, assessed
by an experienced neurologist in CGI-I scale on the APO
monotherapy, was assessed as very much improved in 5 of 9
patients (55%), and as much improved in 4 of 9 patients (45%).
No patient was assessed as being worse or without any change
DISCUSSION

This small pilot study confirms that continuous subcutaneous
apomorphine delivery given as monotherapy can be an
effective and well tolerated therapeutic option for advanced
PD. Apomorphine generally can be given in single injections
in those PD patients who experience rapid relief in predictable
and unpredictable ‘off’ periods, and also to PD patients with
levodopa absorption or gastric emptying problems. The drug
can also be administered in a continuous infusion to those
PD patients who experience frequent ‘off’ episodes (more
than 4–6 per day) [20]. Continuous apomorphine infusion
given as monotherapy results in an almost continuous ‘on’
state, as confirmed by this study. During the presented APO
monotherapy, only 2 patients experienced no ‘off’” states, as
the maximum overall ‘off’ time was one hour per day.
The current study confirms that APO monotherapy
allowed good control of PD symptoms, with significant
reduction of the length of the ‘off’ states. An average 4.5 hour
reduction was observed in the ‘off’ state per day. The obtained
results are similar to those obtained in the Manson’s study,
where an increase by 4.5 hours in the daily ‘on’ period was
also observed [8]. This is longer than the time described by
some other authors [5, 8, 21]. However, the limitation of the
current study is the very short 5-day observational period
and small number of PD patients included. Of course it
cannot be excluded that an additional placebo effect would
potentially influence such a good results, but would definitely
not lead to the extension of the ‘on’ state by itself. Using oral
or transdermal dopamine agonists, the ‘on’ time can be
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night seems to be poor, it can be also given in a nocturnal
infusion [21]. In the presented study, this treatment was
administered to only to 2 patients, who, as mentioned above,
had poor control of nocturnal parkinsonian symptoms. The
therapy was well tolerated; nevertheless, with longer-lasting
treatment local adverse events may occur to a more severe
degree, especially skin nodules. It should be highlighted
here that the infusion site should be changed every 12 hours.
There is evidence from the literature that continuous 24-hour
infusion may potentially lead to tolerance and an impaired
response to apomorphine, although this phenomenon is
reversible [23, 24].
It must be highlighted that it is very important to define
the advanced stage of PD and to refer the patient timely to
a suitable advanced PD therapy. Advanced PD occurs when
optimally adjusted oral treatment does not provide good
control of motor and non-motor symptoms. It is at this
stage that the patient should be offered second line therapy,
e.g. DBS, intrajejunal levodopa or continuous subcutaneous
apomorphine infusion.
This study confirms that an excellent control of both motor
symptoms may be achieved with APO monotherapy, with
minimal adverse events and minimal invasiveness for the
patient [21, 25]. Also, according to the Expert Consensus
Group, continuous APO therapy is less invasive than
intrajejunal levodopa infusion or deep brain stimulation
[20]. It is worth noting that sometimes it can be the only
therapeutic option when other, invasive interventions like
DBS or inrajejunal levodopa infusion, are not accepted by
the patient. Unlike DBS, continuous apomorphine treatment
is neither contraindicated in patients with advanced age, nor
in those with mild cognitive impairment [20]. What is more
important is that patients on apomorphine do not deteriorate
with time in their neuropsychiatric performance, compared
to DBS [9, 10, 26].
In addition, the use of apomorphine pump as monotherapy
can simplify the treatment in the advanced stage of PD as
it can be a good alternative option when a patient is on a
complex oral dosing regimen. Complex oral treatment in
advanced PD can strongly influence adherence to therapy
[27], and the use of apomorphine monotherapy definitely
improves this adherence.
Apomorphine seems to be an interesting drug, with
positive influence not only on motor but also non-motor
symptoms. The current study did not assess this non-motor
influence, although data from many studies suggest that
it can have beneficial effects, such as for some aspects of
sleep (reduce restless legs syndrome, nocturnal or early
morning off episodes). APO may also decrease pain related
to the ‘off’ states, may improve mood and reduce urinary
incontinence [11, 28, 29]. It is also interesting that data from
neuropathological animal studies suggest that it can be a
potential modifier of amyloid deposition, which can be of
importance as the majority of PD patients develop cognitive
impairment at certain stages of the disease [30].
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prolonged by about 2 hours per day [8]; thus. apomorphine
allows even better control of motor fluctuations among
PD patients. This happens partially because apomorphine
differs from oral dopamine agonists: apomorphine interacts
with both D1 and D2 receptor classes, and with all major
types of dopamine receptors from D1 to D5, whereas oral
dopamine agonists like ropinirole or pramipexol have limited
interaction with different dopamine receptors [2]. This
limited interaction with different dopamine receptors has
important clinical consequences, as oral dopamine agonist
never have such as good antiparkinsonian efficacy as levodopa
or apomorphine [22]. The mode of continuous subcutaneous
drug delivery also plays a key role in the beneficial effect on
motor performance.
As for adjustement of apomorphine bolus dose, all patients
in this study responded to a dose of 3–4 mg given s.c. The
optimal dose should be adjusted on an individual basis, but
if any patients present no response to the 7 mg dose of APO,
then they must be classified as non-responders and no further
attempts should be made. There were no non-responding
patients to APO in the current study.
All side-effects in the patients were transient and easy
manageable. The most common were nausea and vomiting,
which occurred in 5 out of 9 patients. Gastrointestinal
side-effects are generally the most frequently described in
the literature [8, 20, 23], but they do not seem to be the
serious or persistent [20]. Nausea and vomiting occur
more frequently for acute apomorphine injections than for
continuous infusion. What is more important, tolerance to
these side-effects develops rapidly. As mentioned above, no
domperidone was administered in the prophylaxis treatment
as it is not available in Poland, and has to be imported
from abroad. Only 2 patients required domperidone, and
this was only for 2 consecutive days, as later nausea and
vomiting resulted and domperidone was withheld. In the
remaining patients, nausea and vomiting were transient, of
mild intensity, occurred only at the beginning of the therapy,
and resolved spontaneously.
It is worth noting, that all patients in this study were on
apomorphine monotherapy, whereas in the literature data on
APO monotherapy, the rates among advanced PD patients
vary widely. The presented results are in accordance with
results of the Manson’s study performed in 2002, where the
majority of patients (70%) achieved APO monotherapy (45
of 64 patients) [7]. Contrary to these results, in a study by
A. Sesar et al. in 2017, none of their 93 patients managed to
achieve monotherapy [8]. Also, H. L. Tyne et al. [15] and
R. Borgemeester et al [14] revealed very low rates of APO
monotherapy in their studies. It should be highlighted here
in the current study apomorphine monotherapy is defined
as administering apomorphine as the only drug during the
daytime, with a single dose of long- lasting levodopa given
per night, as undertaken by some other authors [7, 8, 13].
In the presented study, APO monotherapy was not be
the goal itself, but rather a reduction in the daily ‘off’ states
among the PD patients, as well as improvement in the
patients’ quality of life. Nevertheless, APO monotherapy
may also allow avoidance of the side-effects of levodopa
treatment, improvement in drug compliance, and make the
patient less dependent on oral treatment.
Although aomorphine is usually recommended to be
administered only during daytime, with an overnight
break, if the control of parkinsonian symptoms during the

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this small pilot study show that continuous
subcutaneous apomorphine monotherapy treatment seems
to be a good therapeutic option for advanced PD. The major
benefit of this therapy is that it allows significant reduction in
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the patients’ daily ‘off’ states. The APO therapy is well tolerated,
as potential side-effects are easily manageable, usually by dose
adjustment. Hospital admission is recommended under the
supervision of an experienced neurologist when starting the
therapy, and thereafter establishing a patient’s therapeutic
regime.
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